Meeting on Jan 19, 2021 04:00 PM CEST

Attendees: George, Dave, Bryan, Gerald, Mark, Karlheinz, Brecht, Bozena, Gabriele, Christian

Agenda

1. Welcome
2. Thanks to the vice-chair Mark - Welcome new vice-chair Dave
3. The Technical Council highly recommends publishing notes from the TC meetings on the TC website.
4. Updating the information on the website in general.
5. Organizing the 4th edition of the AES Int. Conf. Semantic Audio
6. Proposals for tutorials/workshops for the spring convention

Notes

4. Updating the information on the website in general
   ● Background: Activity was low in the past
   ● Update of the website may help
   ● Amendments to reflect the recent developments
   ● Update should include: Machine learning, intelligent music production,
   ● What are the differences to ISMIR (analysis vs analysis and processing)
   ● Wikipedia page?
   ● People miss the URL to e.g. to the conferences - but these links are there
   ● Decision: in each meeting - have an agenda point to collect information on recent and past events and put the information on the TC web site

5. Organizing the 4th edition of the AES Int. Conf. Semantic Audio
   ● Bryan will ask people if they are interested to organize a conference in the US

6. Proposals for tutorials/workshops for the Fall convention
   ● Bryan: Idea for fall convention: “Support/accessibility for blind audio engineers”
   ● Gerald: Idea for fall convention: Tutorial on machine learning for audio source separation and/or audio coding

Decisions

● renaming the TC to for example “Semantic audio” or “Semantic audio analysis and processing” - discuss in the meeting
● please put a bullet point in the extra Google doc for each event that has been organized in the past and is not listed on the TC web site. Christian will then update the TC website accordingly